


1.Product Overview

2.Product features

     The H.264 / H.265 Video Encoder is a hardware device used for the high-definition video signal ( 720P
 / 1080P/4K, etc.) encoding and network transmission. 

     Using the latest and high-efficient HD digital video compression technology H.264 / H.265 , with the 
characteristics of reliable, high-definition, low bitrate, and low latency. 

     Input the HDMI / SDI / VGA high-definition video signal to conduct the encoding process ,  after 
compression processing of DSP chip, output the standard TS network stream.

    The launch of the product fills the gap in this industry, which is a direct replacement for the traditional
capture or software coding method. Using hard-coded, the system is more stable, and image quality
is more perfect, which can be used in a wide variety of needs for high-definition video, high-resolution 
and high frame rate acquisition-based IP network transmission.

    Its powerful scalability makes it easier to respond to the needs of different industries and can be used
as live video encoder. Industrial controlled, precision design, small size, easy installation, the power is less 
than 5W, which is more energy and more stable.
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1)   It will flash while holding on the reset button. It means reset successfully  when 
      the lights off .
2)   Slow Flashing means the video input , image capturing and compression is 
      normally working .
3)   If the indicator light keeps on, it means the image acquisition and compression
      is with some problem .
4)   If the indicator flashes slowly but the stream can not be played , it means maybe
      there’s problem with the streaming server 
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How to log in to the encoder settings page

Step 1: Connect the Encoder and computer directly through the Network Cabe
Step 2: Set your computer's local network settings. Modify your computer IP address: 
192.168.0.*  (mark “*” numbers range will be 0-254 except 31 )

Step 3: Open IE browser and enter the IP address: 192.168.0.31. Default user Name: admin /
 Default password: admin

Reset & initialization
Press RST button on the encoder for 10 seconds, it will be restarted and initialized. The 
default Route IP of the dashboard is 192.168.0.31 after initialization. 

Input status: when you input the HD signal source, it will show the resolution of video input, 
if it’s blank here, it means there no video input.
Mainstream Status: it will show the resolution of the mainstream you set and multicast 
address. you can stream the multicast address by VLC or other streaming software.
Second stream Status: it will show the resolution of the second stream you set and 
multicast address. you can stream the multicast address by VLC or other streaming software.
Mainstream Live View: you can play the stream address by your computer if you installed
 the VLC2.2.1.
Second stream Live View: you can play the stream address by your computer if you
 installed the VLC2.2.1.
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The methods of Connecting:
A.   Ethernet: Connect to the internet via a network cable (default configuration)
B.   WIFI: Connect to the internet via a WIFI router (If the device you purchased does not 
      support WiFi, that can’t use the function)
Note: Must choose WPA/WPA2, when your wireless network has a password. Otherwise, 
you will not be able to connect to the network.
C.   Auto: Identify the connection method automatically
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5. 3  Mainstream encoding 

Mainstream setting:

·  Enc type: H.264 & H.265 is optional (Note: H.264 version device doesn’t support H.265)

 ·   Profile: baseline profile / main profile / high profile (Note: H.265 version device choose 

     main profile)

 ·  Frame rate: 5-60 (when the input resolution is 720i/50,1080i50, the frame rate will choose 25)

 ·  Bitrate mode: VBR / CBR

 ·  Group of picture: 5-200, it shows picture quality, default setting is advisable.

 ·  Output Size: 1920*1080/1920*960/1600*900/1440*1050/1440*900/1360*768/1280*720/

     1280*800/1280*768/1024*768/1024*576/960*540/850*480/800*600/720*576/

     720*540/720*480/720*404/704*576/640*480/640*360/480*270 /Auto

 ·  Bitrate: 16-1200K (Network bandwidth setting)

Mainstream protocol settings:
Support HTTP/HLS/RTSP(ES/TS)/RTMP/Multicast (RTP/UDP) / ONVIF
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Example: How to Stream live on YouTube by RTMP STREAMING

Because the RTMP protocol does not currently support H.265, So please choose H.264
 when using RTMP Straming
Step1: Encoder setup on your Youtube 

The format of RTMP address:  server url ( rtmp://a.rtmp.youtube.com/live2 ) / stream
 name key( w9pf-60kt-wrdk-80gd)
Fill in the correct parameters in the encoder according to this RTMP address. As shown 
below:
RTMP server ip： a.rtmp.youtube.com 
RTMP server port：1935 
RTMP app name：live2
RTMP stream name： w9pf-60kt-wrdk-80gd
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Note: You can insert two couples of words and three pictures simultaneously in 
mainstream
Tex1 X: 0-1920 is optional, display the left and right position of the text
Tex1 X: 0-1080 is optional, display the up and down position of the text
Font1 size: 8-72 is optional
Alpha1: 0-128 is optional, 
Color1:  choose the color you want to display
Bg1:  choose background color of the text on the video
Tex1: input the content of the text you want 

Pictures Setting
Picture1: disable/ enable ( disable: no images   enable: display the images)
Pictures X: 4-1920 is optional to set the left and right position of the picture
Pictures Y: 4-1080 is optional to set the up and down position of the picture
Alphal: 0-128 is optional
Picture1 name: display the name of the picture1
Upload picture1: choose to upload the image, support *.bmp format of the picture less 
than 1M

Explanation：
1、The set of the three pictures that can
 be inserted are the same.
2、Transparent background of the picture
 setting: R－177，G－204，B－233

test picture

Image quality setting
Brightness: 0-100 is optional (to adjust the brightness of the image)
Contrast: 0-100 is optional (to adjust the contrast of the image)
Hue: 0-100 is optional  (to adjust the hue of the image)
Saturation: 0-100 is optional  (to adjust the saturation of the image)
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5.6  Audio Encoding Settings
Audio bitrate: 48k, 64k, 128k, 160k, 192k, 256k 
Audio type: AAC
Audio digital gain: 2x,4x,8x, used to adjust volume
Audio input mode: digital/analog

5.7   System Setting
Change password: You can modify the web password by this .

System information:it shows device SN and firmware version .
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( the serial numbers of the device are set by factory, if you want to modify it , please 
contact the us )

Upgrade setting: 
Note: choose the zip rar file, no need to unzip the file . Do not refresh the webpage when
 you upgrade the system .

System setting: reboot the device and reset the device to default parameters .
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